
Content

This training kicks off with a 1h onboarding  and consists of five modules on HTML, CSS3, JavaScript and
Bootstrap as well as an exam workshop. Afterwards you can prove your newly acquired know-how
with the Digicomp certification Web Developer Associate. You can arrange the module dates
according to your wishes for dates during the week or part-time on evenings and every second
Saturday.

The training consists of the following courses:

Course: HTML5 Einführung («HT5») 
Course: Introduction to CSS3 («IC3»)
Course: Introduction to JavaScript («ISC»)
Course: Advanced in JavaScript («ISA»)
Course: Introduction to Bootstrap 5 («BOOTST»)
Examination workshop: Web Developer Associate

Key Learnings

Professional entry into web development
Know the structuring functions of HTML5 and get an overview of the different functions
Ensure that website content can also be displayed in older browsers
Insight into the elements, that support native video and the form fields 
Know the most important properties of CSS3 and application with simple examples
Knowledge of selectors, pseudo classes, text and paragraph formatting and other properties
such as columns or 2D transformations
Knowledge of the possibilities and limitations of JavaScript
Writing typical JavaScript programs
Application of advanced JavaScript programming techniques
Learning the design possibilities of Bootstrap 5
Knowing the possibilities of Bootstrap 5 responsive design for websites

Target audience

This training is aimed at future webmasters, web developers and computer scientists.

Certification

The multiple choice exam is held at the end of the course.

Web Developer Associate («WEBDA»)
Get the basic tools for your web development start in this advanced training course.

Duration: 9 days
Price: 5'300.– 
Course documents: Digicomp Courseware
Vendor code: HT4, IC3, ISC, ISA
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https://www.digicomp.ch/en/HT5
https://www.digicomp.ch/en/IC3
https://www.digicomp.ch/en/ISC
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Further courses

Web Application Security – Foundation («SWO»)
Web Developer Professional Client Side - specialisation Vue.js («WEBDPC»)
Web Developer Professional Server Side («WEBDPS»)
Web Developer Professional Client Side - specialisation React («WEBDPF»)

Any questions?

We are happy to advise you on +41 44 447 21 21 or info@digicomp.ch. You can
find detailed information about dates on www.digicomp.ch/about-
digicomp/quality/digital-badges/training-course-web-developer-associate
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